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1: D (programming language) - Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
The D Programming Language is an authoritative and comprehensive introduction to D. Reflecting the author's signature
style, the writing is casual and conversational, but never at the expense of focus and preÂcision. It covers all aspects of
the language (such as expressions, statements.

A major break with the mold of concurrent imperative languages is that D does not foster sharing of data
between threads; by default, concurrent threads are virtually isolated by language mechanisms. Data sharing is
allowed but only in limited, controlled ways that offer the compiler the ability to provide strong global
guarantees. At the same time, D remains at heart a systems programming language, so it does allow you to use
a variety of low-level, maverick approaches to concurrency. Some of these mechanisms are not, however,
allowed in safe programs. The flagship approach to concurrency is to use isolated threads or processes that
communicate via messages. This paradigm, known as message passing, leads to safe and modular programs
that are easy to understand and maintain. A variety of languages and libraries have used message passing
successfully. Historically message passing has been slower than approaches based on memory
sharingâ€”which explains why it was not unanimously adoptedâ€”but that trend has recently undergone a
definite and lasting reversal. Concurrent D programs are encouraged to use message passing, a paradigm that
benefits from extensive infrastructure support. D also provides support for old-style synchronization based on
critical sections protected by mutexes and event variables. D imposes strict control over data sharing, which in
turn curbs lock-based programming styles. Such restrictions may seem quite harsh at first, but they cure
lock-based code of its worst enemy: Data sharing remains, however, the most efficient means to pass large
quantities of data across threads, so it should not be neglected. In the tradition of system-level languages, D
programs not marked as safe may use casts to obtain hot, bubbly, unchecked data sharing. The correctness of
such programs becomes largely your responsibility. Interesting times come in the form of a mix of good and
bad news that contributes to a complex landscape of trade-offs, forces, and trends. Increased miniaturization
begets increased computing power density because more transistors can be put to work together per area unit.
Since components are closer together, connections are also shorter, which means faster local interconnectivity.
Unfortunately, there are a number of sentences starting with "unfortunately" that curb the enthusiasm around
increased computational density. For one, connectivity is not only localâ€”it forms a hierarchy [16]: In turn,
the larger units also connect to other larger units, forming even larger functional blocks, and so on.
Connectivity-wise, such larger blocks remain "far away" from each other. Worse, increased complexity of
each block increases the complexity of connectivity between blocks, which is achieved by reducing the
thickness of wires and the distance between them. That means an increase of resistance, capacity, and
crosstalk. Resistance and capacity worsen propagation speed in the wire. Crosstalk is the propensity of the
signal in one wire to propagate to a nearby wire by in this case electromagnetic field. At high frequencies, a
wire is just an antenna and crosstalk becomes so unbearable that serial communication increasingly replaces
parallel communication a somewhat counterintuitive phenomenon visible at all scalesâ€”USB replaced the
parallel port, SATA replaced PATA as the disk data connector, and serial buses are replacing parallel buses in
memory subsystems, all because of crosstalk. Where are the days when parallel was fast and serial was slow?
Also, the speed gap between processing elements and memory is also increasing. Whereas memory density
has been increasing at predictably the same rate as general integration density, its access speed is increasingly
lagging behind computation speed for a variety of physical, technological, and market-related reasons [22]. It
is unclear at this time how the speed gap could be significantly reduced, and it is only growing. Hundreds of
cycles may separate the processor from a word in memory; only a few years ago, you could buy "zero wait
states" memory chips accessible in one clock cycle. The existence of a spectrum of memory architectures that
navigate different trade-offs among density, price, and speed, has caused an increased sophistication of
memory hierarchies; accessing one memory word has become a detective investigation that involves
questioning several cache levels, starting with precious on-chip static RAM and going possibly all the way to
mass storage. Conversely, a given datum could be found replicated in a number of places throughout the cache
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hierarchy, which in turn influences programming models. In related, late-breaking news, the speed of light has
obstinately decided to stay constant immutable if you wish at about ,, meters per second. That spells more
trouble for global interconnectivity at high frequencies. If we wanted to build a 10GHz chip, under ideal
conditions it would take three cycles just to transport a bit across a 4. In brief, we are converging toward
processors of very high density and huge computational power that are, however, becoming increasingly
isolated and difficult to reach and use because of limits dictated by interconnectivity, signal propagation
speed, and memory access speed. The computing industry is naturally flowing around these barriers. For
those, chip makers decided to give up the battle for faster clock rates and instead decided to offer computing
power packaged in already known ways: Thus, in a matter of a few short years, the responsibility for making
computers faster has largely shifted from the hardware crowd to the software crowd. More CPUs may seem
like an advantageous proposition, but for regular desktop computer workloads it becomes tenuous to gainfully
employ more than around eight processors. Future trends project an exponential expansion of the number of
available CPUs well into the dozens, hundreds, and thousands. To speed up one given program, a lot of hard
programming work is needed to put those CPUs to good use. The computing industry has always had moves
and shakes caused by various technological and human factors, but this time around we seem to be at the end
of the rope. Since only a short time ago, taking a vacation is not an option for increasing the speed of your
program.
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2: The D Programming Language - PDF Free Download - Fox eBook
D is an object-oriented, imperative, multi-paradigm system programming language created by Walter Bright of Digital
Mars and released in Bright was joined in the design and development effort in by Andrei Alexandrescu.

Imperative[ edit ] Imperative programming in D is almost identical to that in C. Functions, data, statements,
declarations and expressions work just as they do in C, and the C runtime library may be accessed directly.
Object-oriented[ edit ] Object-oriented programming in D is based on a single inheritance hierarchy, with all
classes derived from class Object. D also allows the defining of static and final non-virtual methods in
interfaces. Metaprogramming[ edit ] Metaprogramming is supported by a combination of templates, compile
time function execution, tuples , and string mixins. This is a regular function that calculates the factorial of a
number: The types of constants need not be specified explicitly as the compiler infers their types from the
right-hand sides of assignments: Ordinary functions may be used in constant, compile-time expressions
provided they meet certain criteria: This can be used to parse domain-specific languages to D code, which will
be compiled as part of the program: There are two syntaxes for anonymous functions, including a
multiple-statement form and a "shorthand" single-expression notation: Type inference may be used with an
anonymous function, in which case the compiler creates a delegate unless it can prove that an environment
pointer is not necessary. Other functional features such as currying and common higher-order functions such
as map , filter , and reduce are available through the standard library modules std. Garbage collection can be
controlled: Functions marked safe are checked at compile time to ensure that they do not use any features that
could result in corruption of memory, such as pointer arithmetic and unchecked casts, and any other functions
called must also be marked as safe or trusted. Functions can be marked trusted for the cases where the
compiler cannot distinguish between safe use of a feature that is disabled in SafeD and a potential case of
memory corruption. D bindings are available for many popular C libraries. History[ edit ] Walter Bright
decided to start working on a new language in D was first released in December , [1] and reached version 1.
The first public Tango announcement came within days of D 1. Being a community-led project, Tango was
more open to contributions, which allowed it to progress faster than the official standard library. At that time,
Tango and Phobos were incompatible due to different runtime support APIs the garbage collector, threading
support, etc. This made it impossible to use both libraries in the same project. The existence of two libraries,
both widely in use, has led to significant dispute due to some packages using Phobos and others using Tango.
D2 was to introduce breaking changes to the language, beginning with its first experimental const system. D2
later added numerous other language features, such as closures , purity , and support for the functional and
concurrent programming paradigms. D2 also solved standard library problems by separating the runtime from
the standard library. The completion of a D2 Tango port was announced in February This has led to a
significant increase in contributions to the compiler, runtime and standard library. On 7 April , the entire
compiler was made available under the Boost license after Symantec gave permission to re-license the
back-end, too. The first release-quality version was published on 9 January NET â€” A back-end for the D
programming language 2. It is written in D and uses a scheduler to handle symbol resolution in order to
elegantly handle the compile-time features of D. This compiler currently supports a limited subset of the
language.
3: The D Programming Language : Andrei Alexandrescu :
D is a programming language built to help programmers address the challenges of modern software development. It
does so by fostering modules interconnected through precise interfaces, a federation of tightly integrated programming
paradigms, language-enforced thread isolation, modular type safety, an efficient memory model, and more.

4: The D Programming Language by Andrei Alexandrescu
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"The D Programming Language" by Andrei Alexandrescu is a thorough and well written description of this relatively new,
well-designed and powerful software development paradigm.

5: Andrei Alexandrescu - Wikipedia
"To the best of my knowledge, D offers an unprecedentedly adroit integration of several powerful programming
paradigms: imperative, object-oriented, functional, and meta." --From the Foreword by Walter Bright "This is a book by a
skilled author describing an interesting programming language. I'm.

6: The D Programming Language: The D Programming Lan_p1 - Andrei Alexandrescu - Google Books
Both a tutorial and reference, Andrei Alexandrescu's The D Programming will do for D Language what the legendary
Kernighan/Ritchie book did for C. Written for working programmers, it introduces all the essentials of the D language,
and demonstrates how to use them to write clear, idiomatic D code in object-oriented, functional, generic, and.

7: D (programming language) - Wikipedia
The result is a programming language that just might defy the odds. Nine years after that night in Seattle, a $million
startup has used D to build its entire online operation, and thanks to.

8: Alexandrescu, The D Programming Language | Pearson
Andrei Alexandrescu (born ) is a Romanian-American C++ and D language programmer and author. He is particularly
known for his pioneering work on policy-based design implemented via template www.enganchecubano.com ideas are
articulated in his book Modern C++ Design and were first implemented in his programming library, Loki.

9: Andrei Alexandrescu | C++ Europe Conference
Title / Author / Info Description Links; The D Programming Language Andrei Alexandrescu June 12, The definitive book
on D "This is a book by a skilled author describing an interesting programming language.
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